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Example Job Announcement



Harvey Mudd College invites applications for a Teaching and
Research Postdoctoral Fellowship, beginning Fall 2014. All areas of
the mathematical sciences will be considered. Eligible candidates
must receive their PhD between January 1, 2012 and July 1, 2014.
The successful candidate will have a strong and ongoing
research program and the potential for excellence in teaching.
The fellow will teach three courses per academic year and have the
opportunity to engage in the department’s undergraduate research
activities, including summer research, senior thesis, and
math-in-industry senior capstone projects. The position has an
annual salary of $65,000 and includes health benefits and an
annual $2,500 travel stipend. A second-year renewal will be
available contingent on successful performance in the first year.



Harvey Mudd College is a highly selective undergraduate institution
of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics. It is located
in Claremont, CA, which is approximately 35 miles east of Los
Angeles, at the foot of the San Gabriel Mountains. Nearly a third
of the students were either valedictorian or salutatorian in their
high school classes, almost half scored 800 on their SAT’s in math,
and all students enter having already taken calculus or beyond.
The college enrolls about 800 students and is a member of the
Claremont Colleges, which is comprised of five undergraduate
colleges, the Claremont Graduate University, and the Keck
Graduate Institute of Applied Life Sciences.



The Department of Mathematics at Harvey Mudd College has
been recognized as a leader in teaching, research, undergraduate
research mentoring, and educational outreach. In 2006, the
American Mathematical Society recognized the department with
its inaugural award for Exemplary Program or Achievement in a
Mathematics Department. Each year there are about 40 graduates
in the mathematical sciences, and about half of these students go
on to graduate school. Further information about the college and
the department can be found at http://www.hmc.edu/ and
http://www.math.hmc.edu/. Harvey Mudd College is committed
to broadening the participation of students in STEM fields, and
experience with or demonstrated ability to teach or mentor
underrepresented students is among the criteria for
appointment.



Applications must be submitted through the MathJobs.Org
website, and preference will be given to applications completed by
November 15, 2013. Applicants should submit (1) a cover letter,
(2) a curriculum vitae, (3) a research statement, (4) a teaching
statement, and (5) at least three letters of recommendation. All
applicants should include in their cover letters a statement
about their interests or experiences in promoting inclusion
and diversity in the mathematical sciences. To further assist
the search committee in its screening process, all cover letters
must specifically address how an applicant’s research and
teaching interests will relate to the strengths of the
department. Candidates are encouraged to identify faculty
members with whom they would be particularly interested in
working.

Harvey Mudd College is an equal opportunity employer and is
committed to the recruitment of candidates historically
underrepresented on college faculties.



Cover Letter

• address all requests and questions in the job announcement

• describe why you would be a good fit for the department

• explain how you would strengthen the department

• make clear that you understand liberal arts colleges

• set yourself apart from all of the other applicants



Research and Teaching Statements

• start with lively and readable executive summaries, and tell a
compelling story for both experts and non-experts

• use as vehicles to provide solid evidence of strength and
promise, as well as independence and continued growth

Letter Writers

• should provide informative and applicant-centered comments
about research momentum and independence

• should provide meaningful comments about an applicant’s
teaching skills and ability to work closely with students

Undergraduate Research

• consider describing (somewhere) your experience with or
interest in mentoring undergraduates

• consider providing (somewhere) intriguing examples of
possible undergraduate research projects




